
“The Merchant of Venice” is a late 16th-century play written by William Shakespeare in which a
Christian shipping merchant named Antonio fails to pay back a large loan provided by Shylock, a
Jewish moneylender, or usurer.  While Antonio is central to this play - after all, he is the Merchant
of Venice - the most interesting character in the play is Shylock who sues Antonio for a lethal
“pound of flesh”, to be cut from Antonio’s body,  in return for Antonio defaulting on the loan.  
      “The Merchant of Venice” is frequently staged in theatres today and has been brought to the
big screen and television on numerous occasions, including the beautifully filmed 2004 version
starring Al Pacino in the role of Shylock.   
      Nonetheless, this famous Shakespeare play is potentially troubling to modern audiences
because its central themes can easily appear antisemitic.  To understand the apparent racist content
in the play we need to go back a few hundred years and look at the situation of the Jews in
Shakespeare’s times. 
     

a.  to feel sorry or compassion for someone
b.  worrying or causing concern 
c.   expulsion or expatriation
d.   to fail to pay back, or to make good on a contract or a duty
e.  objects made by people, not by or with machines.
f.   according to a ceremony, usually religious
g.   repeated so often, it has become tired and conventional
h.  horrible or awful
i.   meat on a body
j.   weak and fragile
k.   irrationally hating Jews 
l.   a measure of weight which is not metric
m.  widespread or common 
n.  to have its roots in; to begin with
o.  to be of the same opinion
p. clemency; forgiveness, compassion

The Merchant of Venice

Read this introduction to “The Merchant of Venice” to practise and improve your reading skills and to
prepare you for the one-person play you are going to see.  Before reading, do the preparation task
which will help you with the vocabulary. Then read the text and complete the tasks that follow.

Preparation Task:

Reading 1

Match the definitions (a –p) with the vocabulary (1-16).

1. …. to default   
2. …. a pound
3. …. flesh
4. …. troubling 
5. …. judeophobic
6. …. dreadful
7. …. ritually                   
8. …. rife    
9. …. clichéd        
10. …. to stem from
11. .... handicrafts
12. .... mercy
13. .... to side with
14. .... banishment
15. .... frail 
16. .... to pity

Vocabulary Definitions

READING TEXT 1: “An Introduction to “The Merchant Of Venice”, a version created by The
LinguaArts Theatre Company
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      In the late 16th and early 17th century, English society was very judeophobic. English Jews had
been expelled from England in the year 1290 and were not permitted to return to the country until
1656. A contemporary of Shakespeare, the poet John Donne who was also the Dean of St. Paul’s
Cathedral, perpetuated the dreadful, antisemitic lie that Jews ritually murdered Christians to drink
their blood.  In Venice, where the play is set, Jews had to wear a red hat in public so they could be
easily identified, and were forced to live together in a ghetto.   
    When Shakespeare was alive, the stereotype of the “money-grabbing Jew” was rife throughout
Europe.  Unfortunately, this clichéd prejudice can still be seen today. Historians explain that the
stereotype probably stems from the behavior of the Church: in the 12th and 13th centuries the
Church took a poor view of Christians lending other Christians money with interest (a practice
known as “usury”).  And as  Jews were prohibited from working the land or making handicrafts, 
 one of the few ways a Jew could earn a living was to become a usurer.  
     Some critics believe that Shakespeare’s portrayal of Shylock is limited and only depicts him as  a
“money-grabbing Jew” who cruelly refuses to show the Merchant mercy. As such, they claim the
play is antisemitic and racist.  Others disagree.  The LinguaArts Theatre Company’s version sides
with the second group in supporting the view that Shakespeare created a Shylock who was a
product of his time, and who was an example of a people that had suffered centuries of
segregation, banishment and terrible abuse.  We believe that Shakespeare’s Jew is a complex,
ambiguous figure who combines both an uncompromising cruelty with a frail and vulnerable
humanity. We hope spectators will decide for themselves whether the Jew is to be hated or to be
pitied; whether he is an abuser or a victim, or whether the answer is never black or white.

Complete the sentences with the words or phrases from the box.  They are all related to the concept of
MONEY and are included in the above reading text.
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Reading 1 (continued)

Task 1

lending

interest usurers

sued

earn a living

money-grabbing loan

1. Shylock gave Antonio a ........................ but the Merchant could not pay it back. 

2.  Jews were allowed to work as ............................ in the 13th century.

3. The Jew ...................  Antonio because he did not pay back the money he owed. 

4.  In Shakespeare’s day, it was common to think that all Jews were ..................................... 

5.  Hundreds of years ago, the Church did not like Christians .......................... other Christians money.

6.  “Usury” is another name for lending money in exchange for charging a lot of  ..........................

7.  In the 12th and 13th century, a Jew was not able to  ..................................................... as a farmer.
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Choose what you think is the best answer. 
 
1. The story in The Merchant of Venice is a about...
          a)   a Christian merchant who lends money to a Jew.    
          b)   a Jew who pardons a Christian his debt.
          c)    a merchant who borrows money from a Jew.
          d)   a Jew who defaults on a loan
 
2.  The Jew legally sues the Christian for...   
          a)    a piece of his body.  
          b)   all of his riches, including his house.
          c)    his cargo ships. 
          d)   one pound sterling (which is just over 1 euro).
 
3.  The Merchant of Venice is a late 15th century English play.... 
          a)  which has been seen on television.
          b)  has been produced many times in theatres.
          c)  which has been filmed for the cinema. 
          d)  (all of the above)
 
4. Modern audiences may not like the main theme of the play because...
          a)  they may think it is too adult for young audiences.    
          b)  they may think it is too racist.
          c)  they may think it is too old-fashioned.
          d)  they may think it is too violent.
 
5.  In the distant past, Jews were...
          a)  exiled from countries.
          b) forbidden to do normal jobs.
          c)  victims of “false news”.
          d) (all of the above)
 
6. The LinguaArts Theatre Company (which created this version of The Merchant of Venice)   
 believes Shylock is.... 
          a)  a cruel moneylender who deserves to be punished.
          b)  totally prejudiced against Christians.
          c)   a complicated person who has had a difficult life.
          d)  a good person whose behavior towards the Christian is justifiable.
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Reading practice

Task 2 (Reading 1)

DISCUSSION POINT 

Are we born with racist sentiments?

(See page 11)
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